Book Review: The Positive Breastfeeding Book: Everything you need to feed your baby with confidence, by Amy Brown

It was an absolute pleasure to read The Positive Breastfeeding Book by Professor Amy Brown. Not only did it deliver on its promise of being ‘everything you need to feed your baby with confidence’, it was an entertaining and informative read. This publication reflects the aims of the Positive Birth Movement, sharing stories, expertise and positivity. It also nicely complements The Positive Birth Book by Milli Hill, with a similar style and layout.

This book is both highly suitable and very useful for anyone interested in breastfeeding, whether an expectant or new mum, or mums already nursing a toddler or an older child, and their partners and family members too, as well as people involved in the world of breastfeeding support. It is full of information, presented in a very easy-to-read and engaging format.

Amy builds a wonderful rapport with her readers, with her friendly style and excellent sense of humour throughout, and TOTALLY knows her stuff when it comes to breastfeeding. Right from the introduction, you get a good sense of Amy’s style:

‘Pregnancy and having a new baby is a strange time. You’ll probably already know that total strangers appear to think you need to hear their deep wisdom on your body and your baby when you’ve just popped out for a loaf of bread. This won’t stop anytime soon, but you can work on
perfecting a Paddington Bear Hard Stare.

Breastfeeding is one of those things that people love to give odd advice about, from the inaccurate to the downright bizarre. From how often you should feed your baby, to what’s in your milk, to where your baby should sleep. Lots of people seem to have a strange distrust of breastfeeding, possibly because on one level it does all seem a bit like magic – you attach a baby to your nipple and over time they grow bigger and bigger. But the human race has survived this way for millennia. Why wouldn’t it be possible? Why wouldn’t you be able to? Many, many women have gone before you, breastfeeding in the most diverse circumstances. And you can follow them.

Amy tackles a wide range of questions and scenarios, and does a great job of countering multiple popular myths about breastfeeding (and babies more generally). She educates and informs not only about breastfeeding, but touches on associated topics such as co-sleeping, babywearing, the fourth trimester and ‘normal baby behaviour’ too. Whilst clearly passionate about breastfeeding, Amy does a brilliant job of communicating a non-judgemental attitude and seeking to help others reach their own personal breastfeeding goals, whatever they may be. This book, and indeed the language used by Amy, is all about educating and empowering her readers.

Included throughout the book are lively and informative contributions from a wide variety of individuals, including midwives, doula

Breastfeeding can be tricky – in fact, really challenging at times for some mums – and this book acknowledges this. I am confident that the combination of factual information plus the positivity that exudes from Amy – and other contributors to this book – will help many a mum and her baby on their

Breastfeeding can be tricky – in fact, really challenging at times for some mums – and this book acknowledges this. I am confident that the combination of factual information plus the positivity that exudes from Amy – and other contributors to this book – will help many a mum and her baby on their
breastfeeding journey, well into toddlerhood and the pre-school years for some. Just as it says on the banner on the cover: ‘You can do it!’

I will absolutely be gifting copies of this publication to some of my mummy and mum-to-be friends and recommending it to others also. It is a lively, fresh and easy-to-read text and ideal for the current generation. My perception is that this book may have a broader appeal than some other popular breastfeeding publications, and I would have no hesitation in widely recommending it. A heartfelt thank-you, Amy, for writing such a marvellous book.
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